. . In may automated systems such as manufacturing systems and process plants, an industrial network or fieldbus is a very important component for the exchange of various and sometimes crucial information, Some of the information has a tendency to rapidly lose its value as time elapses after its creation. Such information or data is called real-time data that includes sensor values and control commands. In order to deliver these data in time, the fieldbus network should be tailored to have short delay with respect to the individual time limit of various data. Fine-tuning the network for a given traffic requires the knowledge on the relatiouship between the protocol parameters such as timer values and the performance measure such as network delay. This paper presents a mathematical performance model to calculate communication delays of the Profibus FMS network when the timer value and the traffic characteristics are given. 
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In order to provide a more computation efficient basis for performance management, this paper presents a performance model that can calculate the communication delay of Profibus-FMS token passing protocol. This paper is organized into five sections including this introduction. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the Profibus-FMS, and section3 pre'sents the performance model of PrdfiGus-FMS. The computation algorithms of the communication delay for the performince model are described in the section 4. Finally, summaries and conclusions are presented in the section 5 .
Token Passing Protocol : Profibus-FMS
The major functions of the data link layer of Profihus-FMS [SI are medium access control (MAC) and logical link control (LLC). The logical link control is responsible for establishing and terminating logical communication links among the stations and making the communication link reliable for the upper layer by using cyclic redundancy check (CRC).
The medium access control is a set of rules to share the network among the stations. The MAC layer employs a comhination of token passing and polling. The network consists of two types of stations: inaster and slave stations. Among the master stations, the right to use the medium is explicitly controlled by a special'bit pattern called a token. The right to transmit a message is given to a master station when it receives the token. The token is passed from a master station to another following a sequence of station addresses. The last station in the sequence sends the token back to the first station to form a logical ring of mater stations. On the other hand, a slave station is allowed to transmit only when it is commanded to do so (polled) by the master station holding the token.
As mentioned above; a master station with the token has complete control of the medium for a finite period of time. The length of this period depends on the number and priority class of waiting messages and several timer values. The MAC of Profibus supports two classes of message priority: high and low, by using three different time variables called Target Rotation Time (TRT), Real Rotation Time (RRT), and Token Holding Time (THT) for each master station. TRT is an .expected value of the time interval for the token to circulate the whole logical ring, while RRT is the actual time period between two consecutive token receptions by the station. THT is used to keep track of the time while ihe station is holding the token. As shown to the Figure 1 , when.a master station receives the token, it computes the RRT and stores the difference between TRT and RRT (TRT -RRT)
.in THT. If RRT is greater than TRT, the value of zero is loaded into-THT., Next, the station .is' allowed to transmit one, if any, high priority message while THT is started to count down at the ' beginning of the transmission. After the transmission is over, more transmissions of high priority messages are allowed only if THT has not expired. If THT still has some time left even after all the high priority messages are transmitted, then the low priority messages can be sent until THT expires. When THT expires or no messages are waiting, the token is passed to the next master station in the iogical ring sequence. This priority mechanism allocates at least a certain fixed amount of time for high priority messages, while additional time for high priority messages and the time for the low priority messages are affected by the value of TRT and the RRT. In fact, the RRT is directly influenced by the network traffic because the RRT will increase as the traffic increases., Also, with a given traffic, the longer the TRT is, the more messages can be sent Pig. 1. Flowchart ofthe priority mechanism.
at one time.
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Performance Model of Profibus-FMS
The proposed performance model of.Profihus-FMS token passing protocol is derived under the following assumptions. Because the transmission buffer of a station is~sufficiently large, generated messages at each station can be stored in the transmission buffer for eventual transmission without being deleted due to buffer overflow. Under the above assumptions, when the j-th station receives the token at i-th iteration, the number of high ('m,:) and low priority message ( NIQ:) in the transmission buffer can he defined as follows. where G(x) is equal to an integer when x is rounded up from the first decimal place if x is larger than 1, while it equals to 1 if x is smaller than or equal to 1. m,j or TI,' is the message cycle time to be taken for transmission of high or low message atj-th station respectively. These values are assumed to he constant for a fixed length of messages even though they are affected by the operating performance of a field device and the communication service for message transmission. Finally, ~~i is the token rotation time ofj-th station, T,: is token reception time at i-th iteration, and T~~: is the token holding time.to be calculated at i-th iteration. Here, if G(T,,: /Th,i) is smaller than Nh,;, only high messages will be transmitted during T,,:. Otherwise, additional low messages will be transmitted.
As a result, the number of high (Nh,:) and low message (NI,:) transmitted hyj-th station in i-th iteration can he defined as follows from equation (1) and (2) .
(N,( In general, because real-time messages are transmitted as high priority messages, the time delay of high messages is the focus of the network performance for real-time communication. On the other hand, because low messages is not sensitive to the delay, they may he transmitted when network system has enough capacity. Here, if TTR is too.large at a station, many low messages will he transmitted and T, , of other stations will decrease. due to insufficient TTH, the communication delay of high.message of other stations will increase. In congast, if TTR is very small at a station, then the.
stations can not transmit high messages sufficiently and other stations will transmit several low messages due to sufficient TTH. Consequently, the communication delay of.high message of the station with samll TTR, will increase. From these results, an appropriate value for T, , is critical to the communication delay of high messages that has to he'minimized in the network design stage. Next, the token reception time (T,:) at j-th station in i-th iteration is the sum of the token tansmission instant of the previous station (T,:.') and the token cycle time (T,) for transmission of the token, i.e., After all high messages are:transmitted in the transmission buffer, the first low message in the transmission'huffer in i-th iteration is (E '.?'NI~: +l)-th message to be generated. And, its 1 , : is T,; + Nh,; xTh& +TI;, because it is transmitted after transmission of Nh,; high messages when NI,: is higher than 0. Also, because NI,: low message can he transmitted in i-th iteration, ( : Nl,; )-th message is transmitted T,; + Nh: xThi + NI,; xTl& time later. Therefore, by means of expanding to all iteration, the' transmission time of k-th low message can be expressed as the above equation.
As an example, we suppose that Nh,js are 1, 3 , and 2'in the first, second, and third iteration respectively atj-th station, and NI,: s are 0, 1, 2 respectively. Hhigh messages to be transmitted in the 3rd iteration are 4th and 6th messages to he generated, and low messages are 2nd and 3rd messages. That is, because.total 4 high messages have been transmitted until the 2nd iteration, the first high message to be transmitted in the 3rd iteration is the 5th high message. And, 2 high messages and additiona1 2 low messages can he transmitted in the 3rd iteration. Therefore, the transmission time of 6th high message (n,:)! T ,~+ Z T~: because k is 6 and x;;;~,,~; is 4 in the equation (6) . Also, Th,; is T,I+ZTh: +2TIi because Nh,: is 2, k is 3, and x t -I N l r ; is 1 in the equation (7).
Here, if any high message is generated during the transmission of a low message and TTH is not expried, transmission of high message takes precedence over the low messages in Profibus-FMS token passing protocol. As an example, after the token is received in the 3th iteration at the above example, let us suppose that only one high message is stored in the transmission buffer, and the other high message is generated in the middle of 3rd low message cycle. Under these,conditions, transmission sequence is one high message in the transmission buffer (5th high message), two low messages (3rd and 4th low messages), and then the last high message generated in the middle of 31h low message cycle (6th high message). Therefore, Th,; is ~, ; + 2~h i +2Tl:, and Th,i 'is T,I+ThA +zTIi;However, this phenomenon is ignored in our mathmatical model because it is too complicated to be analytically modeled. But, it is considered at simulation model due to modifing the equation ( 6 ) and the calculating procedure.
Consequently, from equations (6) and (7), the.communication delay of k-th high message (Dhl) and k-th low messge In general, an unconfirmed service such as Information Report is used primarily for transmission of high priority messges in Profibus-FMS. figure 2 shows the timing diagram of Information Report service. In the figure, because SDA (Send Data with Acknowledgement) is adopted in the FDL of Information Report service, destination station transmits corresponding SC frame that notifies a sucessful reception'of'frame and transfers indication message to its o b application layer after source station transmits the request frame. And then, after the destination receives the token in the next order, it transmits corresponding ACK frame to the source. Next, the source transmits corresponding SC frame to destination.
In the figure, the communication delay is composed of the following four major components: a) generation,delay (T," ) to be generate a request message in the'application layer of the source and queue into the transmission buffer, b) queueing delay (T;) for waiting until being transmitted, c) frame transmission delay ( T," ) and propagation delay ( T," ) taken for the request frame to be transmitted to the physical layer of,the destination, d) delivery delay ( T i ) for an indication message to be transferd to the application layer of the destination. Here, when the request message is transmitted to the destination directly without delay in the transmission buffer (i.e., when T; is 0), the message cycle. time ( TI,,; or TI,' ) is T,R+T;+,+TS:p. That is, it is time taken from the time when an message is generated at the application of the source to the time when corresponding SC is received at the physical layer of the source. Also, after one request message is transmitted at the source, the next request message can be transmitted TI,,' later. 
Calculation of Communication Delay in Performance Model
This section introduces the general simulation method for.calculating the commupication delay using the performance model. More specifically, several assumptions that are used for the performance model are relaxed in our simulation method by means of revision of calculation method and algorithm of communication delay. First of all, because transmission buffer sue of the network interface card is practically not S i t e , messages generated in excess at each station can not be queued and be rejected. In our simulation model, excess messages are rejected by considering transmission buffer size. And then, the algorithm of the performance model considers the high messages generated during transmission of low messages. Under above conditions, figure 3 shows the flowchart of simulation method at j-th station in i-th iteration, and the procedure for simulation model is as follows.
Step 1 . Compute the token reception time (T,:) atj-th station in i-th iteration from equation (5).
Step 3. Calculate Nh,; and ~1~; from equation (I) , and N,: from equation (2) Step 4. Check the value of ma;. If Nh,; is 0, transmit the token to the next station and terminate communication atj-th station in i-th iteration, otherwise go to the step 5.
Step 5 . Transmit one high message, and then calculate nF;. Here, Th,jcan be computeed by adding n,' to the transmission start time of corresponding message. Also, compute Dh; and DI( &om equation (8) Step . .
Step 7. Check the v'alue of N,j-Nh,;-Nl,i,
If that is smaller than 0, 'rTHi must be expired. Therefore, trans-
Step 8. If N~~-N~, ; -N I ,~ is larger than 0, check the value of NhQi-NhTl. If that is smaller than 0, there is
Step 9. If Nh,; -Nh,: is larger than 0, go back to the step 5 in order to transmit one high message.
Step IO. Check the value of ~1~; -NI,:. If that is smaller than 0, any high and low message does not exist in the transmission buffer. Therefore, transmit the.token to next station and terminate communication.
Step . . This paper presents the performance model-of the Profibus-FMS token passing protocol in order to compute the communication delay mathematically. And, .this paper introduces the simulation method as computation method of the comFrom several simulations, the suggested performance model can be an effective tool to 'the network manager in order to select appropriate protocol parameters. That is, when the network designer designs the fieldbus system, he can evaluate the performance of the system by the performance model before building the real fieldbus system. From this procedure, the network designer can obtain the more stable and optimized performance of the fieldbus system without dangerous trial runs.
Our future efforts will focus on the algorithm for selecting the optimal protocol parameters in order to minimize the communication delay. It m y be possible to adopt some intelligent search techniques such as genetic algorithm or simulated annealing. Besides, when the network traffic of the fieldbus system changes, the on-line management method is needed to adjust parameters automatically in order to optimize the performance of the system. 
